Beauty Reigns Again As Jax Fairest Parade For Another Homecoming

Joan Hagan, Gadsden Frosh, To Be Crowned At Halftime

Visiting Bands Will Perform Under Bennett

Joan Hagan, a freshman beauty from Gadsden, will reign as the 1954 Homecoming Queen here tomorrow and will be crowned during the halftime ceremonies of the big Jacksonville-Troy football game tomorrow night. The new queen won her throne in a special runoff election on Monday morning.

Saturday as maids of honor for the Gadsden frosh will be Betty Dixon, also of Gadsden; Adia White, Walnut Grove; Martha Sisson, Haleyville; and Lu Mays of Anniston. All five of the beauties will ride in a special car in the gigantic homecoming parade through Jacksonville and Anniston tomorrow.

SGA Promotes New Workers’ Council Here

The Student Government Association has organized its newly-conceived "Workers’ Council" to help facilitate the work of the SGA and to relieve some of the monotony of the smaller college student’s life. The first meeting of the council was held tonight in the ballroom, and its members have been appointed by the student body. The council’s first order of business is to establish a group of workers who will be assigned various responsibilities on campus.

The council has been formed to aid the SGA in its work and to provide a means for the students to participate in the affairs of the college. The council members will be responsible for planning and conducting various activities on campus, such as dances and other social events. The council will also work to improve the overall campus environment and to ensure that the students’ needs are met.

Square Dance, Big Pep Rally Slated Tonight

"Break the Red Wave" will be the order of the day for Jacksonville tomorrow as the annual Homecoming celebration will be held with a big pep rally and bonfire followed by a square dance in the gymnasium.

Tonight will be a busy time for practically every Jacksonville student as the Homecoming celebration is in full swing. The students have been looking forward to this event for weeks, and they are excited to see it all come together.

The Homecoming dance will be held tonight at the school gymnasium, and the students will be dressed up in their finest attire. The music will be provided by the school band, and there will be a huge crowd of students enjoying the festivities.

The pep rally will be held at noon tomorrow, and the students will gather in the school courtyard to watch the Herdless Band perform and to cheer on the football team. The pep rally will be followed by a bonfire, which will be lit in the school’s main courtyard.

The square dance will be held in the school gymnasium tonight, and the students will be divided into teams to compete in the dance. The music will be provided by a local band, and the dance will be a fun and lively event.

The Homecoming celebration is a big event for the students of Jacksonville, and they are excited to see it all come together. The students have been looking forward to this event for weeks, and they are ready to have a great time.
**SOCIAL NOTES**

By Beth Taylor

Wedding belle ring loud and strong for Dot Pettus and Thomas Shamble tonight. Dot is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Pettus of Oxford. Thomas is a chemistry major and one of Jacksonville’s outstanding military students. The wedding will be held tonight at the First Baptist Church Memorial Baptist Church at 6 p.m. Congratulations to Dot and Thomas.

Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Powell announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss Jonie Powell, to Mr. M. L. Bill and Bill are graduates of Alberville High School.

Some people in this campus were Walker Harris rated not only a visit by his family from Roanoke, Va. Jonie Powell’s birthday is September 28, but he got there. That was a quite a celebration in Pannell Hall.

Davenport Hall had its role of the regular Pannell Hall’s annual celebration. On Monday night September 28th, Mr. and Mrs. John Davidson hosted a party to celebrate her 21st birthday. Cakes and cookies were served and the guests were entertained by the Starnes who had a stein supper with her family to make a red-letter day. It was Jonie’s birthday. It was a merry Christmas celebration.

Jo Ann Saxton greeted her 89th birthday on Tuesday, October 10. The family and friends were pleased to see her. The cake was served to her friends in the wee-hours of the night in Davenport Hall.

**Ushers Club Elects Four New Members**

The Ushers Club, elite service organization of the Student Government, has elected its officers for the new academic year. Members of the club serve as ushers for college functions and are available to all college organizations.

Bill Reed, a sophomore from the University of Florida, will be the new president of the club. He is a former member of the basketball team and has been an active participant in all college activities. Reed will be responsible for organizing the Ushers Club’s activities throughout the year.

The vice president will be chosen from among the current members of the club. The secretary will be responsible for keeping records of the club’s activities and events. The treasurer will be in charge of the club’s finances and will be responsible for ensuring that the club’s activities are financially viable.

**Seniors Sell Corsages**

The Senior class will sell a Jacksonvillian tradition again here tomorrow when its members will sell corsages to the entire student body. The corsages will be sold at the front of the school throughout the day.

The corsages will go on sale around the campus tomorrow morning and will be available at the front of the school throughout the day. All of the profits will go into the senior class treasury.

**Folsum Reveals Program Plan For In Talk At Assembly Here**

Speaking before the faculty and students of Jacksonville and a number of visitors last week in the Leonce Colle Auditorium, Governor Folsum, he said it will aim for his program for the next four years, beginning in January 1955.

The four main points of the plan, Folsum said, are: transportation, education, science and industry. And he promised that every road by every means of transportation is placed under his administration; that all transportation projects are designed to be taken care of; and that he would introduce a law requiring insurance in all forms of transportation. He believes that equal facilities and standards are needed to deal with the problem. He will meet the problem “courageously” and will do the best he can to make it possible. He believes in the idea of Christian laws and the Bible, and the idea of doing good for all.

Anees Moorehead, Fabulous Redhead, To Visit October 25

Anees Moorehead, one of the stage’s outstanding performers, will be presented at Jacksonville State College on Monday night, October 25, in the Leonce Colle Auditorium at 8 o’clock.

The recipient of the International Acting Award, three-time Academy Award winner, and winner of the New York Critics Award, “The Fabulous Redhead” is directed by Charles Laughton and produced by Samuel Goldwyn in a Paul Gregory production.

Moorehead will appear in a series of dramatic presentations, including the play by play of dramatic and humorous stories written by the world of Marcel Proust, of Robert Benchley, of James Thurber, of Shaw, of Lipton Famous Drinks, and readings from Shakespeare and the Bible.

The direction was staged by Charles Laughton.
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EDITORIALS

It's past time for us to pay proper respect to our flag

While our national leaders are searching for a means of consolidating the free world into a harmonious clan of nations working together for peace and prosperity, it is time for American students to do their part to keep our country strong. One hundred and seventy-eight years of working to build the world's greatest republic has cost our nation untold millions of loyal Americans who have given their lives for their deepest possession—FREEDOM.

Many of our kinsmen have gone off to war, during the past decade, the other too, many have never returned. The world still is not peaceful, even after the blood that has been shed, and there is still the gloom of another possible war hanging over our heads.

A lot of our students and faculty members have seen war, either in the past two great world wars or in the Korean conflict. They know what it is to lose阵阵

Prevention of war takes effort, money and determination, and the price paid for peace is always cheaper than the price paid for the wars. The flag is a symbol of what our nation stands for, and if it is to be hoisted only on national holidays, the military department has no right to be anxious to cooperate by furnishing a color guard each morning for a flag-raising ceremony and again in the late afternoon for a retreat ceremony.

This is the least we can do, and it will require only a very few minutes for students to pause on the way about the campus to stand at attention while the flag is being raised or lowered.

Our Student Government Association and the college administration can do a lot toward promoting national pride on our campus, and the flag does not belong on display at any price. The maintenance of peace is a big operation, and if it is to be done properly, the military department has no right to be anxious to cooperate by furnishing a color guard each morning for a flag-raising ceremony and again in the late afternoon for a retreat ceremony.

Give credit where credit is due; we now have the spirit

The editor of a student paper can always write an editorial, but we have learned that there is always at least one good subject that can furnish a few hundred words, even if the rest of the world is standing still. When the editor is able to include a little bit of "school spirit", if there is any spirit, the editor always feels it is his duty to snarl up a little bit of "school spirit", even if the rest of the world is standing still. The student who says, I've always had my own way and I intend to keep on having it. Anything that upsets me is not "school spirit", and self-insufficiency will produce a fit of temper. A person is emotionally mature until he learns to work with those who disagree with him.

The editor should be an example of an emotionally mature person: the editor can always have his own way, but he can learn to put that way into practice when he is in the presence of others. The ability to work with people who are in disagreement is the mark of an emotionally mature person.

The editor should be an example of an emotionally mature person: the editor can always have his own way, but he can learn to put that way into practice when he is in the presence of others. The ability to work with people who are in disagreement is the mark of an emotionally mature person.
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Welcome Home, Alumni

RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS

THE RELIGION OF MATURITY
By Dr. Billy H. Adams

Paul in one of his letters admonishes the Thessalonians to "go on to maturity." This thing of maturity is not primarily a matter of the mind; it is more of the emotions. How old are you, not just chronologically or emotionally?

College affords an atmosphere of great lots and it is well for the college student to learn how to live with others. It is teaching for a life and not just living.

Many students are upon string parents upon their parents to make every decision. If they are emotionally mature, the student must come to the place where he can think, make decisions, and take the consequences.

Many students might be called thumb-bucking students. This group is afraid and afraid to assume responsibilities.

Tantrum Student

There are two types of the tantrum student. This is the individual who is always my own way and my way. And I intend to keep on having it. Anything that upsets me is not "school spirit", and self-insufficiency will produce a fit of temper. A person is emotionally mature until he learns to work with those who disagree with him.

Billy Pannell To Be Camel Representative

Miracle in the Hills

The editor of a student paper can always write an editorial, so we have been told. This all testifies to the greatness of our nation, and to the fact that we are truly a democracy.

Between the Negro Mother of 1955 and the Chinese Mother of 1956, Dr. Mary T. Martin Sloo, was Mother of the Year. The following year a Negro woman was The Mother; later a Chinese woman received the title. This all testifies to the greatness of our nation, in the goodness in the hearts of the people of our nation, and to the fact that we are truly a democracy.

The editor of a student paper can always write an editorial, so we have been told. This all testifies to the greatness of our nation, and to the fact that we are truly a democracy.

Jo Ann Lewis, Mimosa Editor, Earns Spotlight For Activities

By Gary Luttrell

This year's Mimosa editor, Jo Ann Lewis, is an outstanding leader on the campus. Jo Ann, who comes from Jacksonville, Alabama, is a senior in the Home Economics Department.

In Gadsdenville High School, she held many positions and participated in all school activities. She was president of the FHA and FTA, vice-president of the Beta Club, and editor of the high school annual. In Cherokee County, she served as FHA reporter and secretary and treasurer of the Beta Club. Upon winning the Cherokee County FHA Scholarship, Jo Ann entered Jacksonville.

Since her freshman year, she has participated in all phases of college life. During her three years of school, she has served as local president and charter vice-president of Kappa Delta Epsilon, secretary and treasurer, and historian of Phi Mu Chi Beta, reporter for the L蔡e Cola Home Economics Club, has been active on the Twentee and Mimosa clubs, and has been elected as class officer three times.

Jo Ann was presented with a Danforth Scholarship, which gave her two summers in Michigan in a Christian religious training program. She has worked in the Wesley Foundation and held the office of vice-president for a year.

The Methodist Student Movement sent her to the University of Kansas last Christmas as their representative.

After graduation, she plans to teach home economics and hopes to graduate school eventually. With all of these accomplishments and honors behind her, Jo Ann looks forward to new fields in the future.

Billy Pannell To Be Camel Representative

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C., has announced that Billy Pannell, a senior from Birmingham, has been appointed campus representative for Camel, Cavalier, and Winston cigarettes.

Pannell is one of the outstanding student leaders on the campus, and is now serving as head cheerleader, senior representative on the Student Government Association, and vice-president of Kappa Phi Kappa, cedal major (B.S.) in ROYC, military editor of the 1955 Mimosa, and assistant editor of the Sun-Jack.
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RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS

THE RELIGION OF MATURITY
By Dr. Billy H. Adams

Paul in one of his letters admonishes the Thessalonians to "go on to maturity." This thing of maturity is not primarily a matter of the mind; it is more of the emotions. How old are you, not just chronologically or emotionally, but emotionally?

College affords an atmosphere of great lots and it is well for the college student to learn how to live with others. It is teaching for a life and not just living.

Many students are upon string parents upon their parents to make every decision. If they are emotionally mature, the student must come to the place where he can think, make decisions, and take the consequences.

Many students might be called thumb-bucking students. This group is afraid and afraid to assume responsibilities.

Tantrum Student

There are two types of the tantrum student. This is the individual who is always my own way and my way. And I intend to keep on having it. Anything that upsets me is not "school spirit", and self-insufficiency will produce a fit of temper. A person is emotionally mature until he learns to work with those who disagree with him.
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Between the Negro Mother of 1955 and the Chinese Mother of 1956, Dr. Mary T. Martin Sloo, was Mother of the Year. The following year a Negro woman was The Mother; later a Chinese woman received the title. This all testifies to the greatness of our nation, in the goodness in the hearts of the people of our nation, and to the fact that we are truly a democracy.

The editor of a student paper can always write an editorial, so we have been told. This all testifies to the greatness of our nation, and to the fact that we are truly a democracy.

Jo Ann Lewis, Mimosa Editor, Earns Spotlight For Activities

By Gary Luttrell

This year's Mimosa editor, Jo Ann Lewis, is an outstanding leader on the campus. Jo Ann, who comes from Jacksonville, Alabama, is a senior in the Home Economics Department.

In Gadsdenville High School, she held many positions and participated in all school activities. She was president of the FHA and FTA, vice-president of the Beta Club, and editor of the high school annual. In Cherokee County, she served as FHA reporter and secretary and treasurer of the Beta Club. Upon winning the Cherokee County FHA Scholarship, Jo Ann entered Jacksonville.

Since her freshman year, she has participated in all phases of college life. During her three years of school, she has served as local president and charter vice-president of Kappa Delta Epsilon, secretary and treasurer, and historian of Phi Mu Chi Beta, reporter for the L蔡e Cola Home Economics Club, has been active on the Twentee and Mimosa clubs, and has been elected as class officer three times.

Jo Ann was presented with a Danforth Scholarship, which gave her two summers in Michigan in a Christian religious training program. She has worked in the Wesley Foundation and held the office of vice-president for a year.

The Methodist Student Movement sent her to the University of Kansas last Christmas as their representative.

After graduation, she plans to teach home economics and hopes to graduate school eventually. With all of these accomplishments and honors behind her, Jo Ann looks forward to new fields in the future.

Billy Pannell To Be Camel Representative

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C., has announced that Billy Pannell, a senior from Birmingham, has been appointed campus representative for Camel, Cavalier, and Winston cigarettes.

Pannell is one of the outstanding student leaders on the campus, and is now serving as head cheerleader, senior representative on the Student Government Association, and vice-president of Kappa Phi Kappa, cedal major (B.S.) in ROYC, military editor of the 1955 Mimosa, and assistant editor of the Sun-Jack.
The Student Government Association is not the least of the groups that have been working during the past month. Jimmy Reaves is doing an excellent job as our high school representative. Some believe that the leadership and initiative that is almost certain to be shown by our high school representatives will be instrumental in the future of Jacksonville. Since he has been active on the campus and in the community, Jimmy Reaves has been elected as a class officer for the class of 1968.

The work toward better campus spirit isn’t limited to the small group who trace our efforts to the administration. The efforts of the Student Government Association, student representatives of the Student Government Association are being make the difference in the future of the campus. Sanitation, the leadership of the Student Government Association, and the students who have been active on the campus and in the community, Jimmy Reaves has been elected as a class officer for the class of 1968.

The work toward better campus spirit isn’t limited to the small group who trace our efforts to the administration. The efforts of the Student Government Association, student representatives of the Student Government Association are being make the difference in the future of the campus. Sanitation, the leadership of the Student Government Association, and the students who have been active on the campus and in the community, Jimmy Reaves has been elected as a class officer for the class of 1968.

There are many other faculty or staff members who participate in the many activities of the deans and faculty. They do not have the support of the entire community, but they are doing a job that is needed by the community. The support of the faculty and staff is important to help these students succeed in their studies. We can run down the entire list of faculty and staff members who do a very good job. One such person is Mr. Tom Roberson. He is doing a great job, but most of the credit must necessarily go to the students of the Jacksonville High School. The Jacksonville High School is a community group on the campus as much, or can do as much, as the students who wear the blue and white uniforms. And his fellow athletes will keep up the fraternities and keep improving relations between the teams.

The cheerleaders are also doing their work well at the games and at the pep rallies. They are doing a great job, but most of the credit must necessarily go to the students of the Jacksonville High School. The Jacksonville High School is a community group on the campus as much, or can do as much, as the students who wear the blue and white uniforms. And his fellow athletes will keep up the fraternities and keep improving relations between the teams.

The cheerleaders are also doing their work well at the games and at the pep rallies. They are doing a great job, but most of the credit must necessarily go to the students of the Jacksonville High School. The Jacksonville High School is a community group on the campus as much, or can do as much, as the students who wear the blue and white uniforms. And his fellow athletes will keep up the fraternities and keep improving relations between the teams.
Mrs. John Rowan Personifies Spirit Of Friendliness At JSC

Jacksonville, the quaint old Southern town where nature and the people meet to make an ideal atmosphere for a college campus, is the place of many redeciving attributes. The mountain, with its sophisticated air, the unpredictable weather, and the friendly attitude of the students combine to make our college one of the friendliest in the nation.

Mrs. John Rowan represents a combination of all the characteristics that make Jacksonville what it is.

Dr. Jones, director of the IH, has big plans for the Program. Many of them are on a big scale and will really put the program on the map, but most of them have to do with providing the Program to the people of Alabama. The group at the International House is made up of more than 13 foreign students and 17 Americans. They all contribute to present programs to publicize the International House for different institutions. They are most entertaining and educational.

We are most fortunate to have with us this year at International House, two most notable personalities, Mr. Joe Corney of Anniston, and Mr. Page Farmer of Gadsden. They have been elected presidents of the senior and junior classes, respectively. We also have the president of the Lover's Club, Mr. Ben Nodai of Havana, Cuba. He wishes it known the honor he is invited to attend meetings for private lessons in Europe.

NODAL is Chesterfield Representative at Jax

New York, N. Y.—Ben Nodai, who changed his Nom de guerre from "Chesterfield" to "Nodai," is the new representative at Jacksonville State College.

BETTYE FORD Whose Name Means "Little Bit"...

THE TEACOLA

International House Releases Intimate Facts About Members

That little bungalow behind the library is buzzing with activity again this year as usual. The big little International House is on its way to another great year.

A wonderful group of Internationals students has come to face our "atonic campus of the South". Five continents are represented, leaving only out Australia. You probably have at least one class with one of them "live wire!". If you do, get to know them. Knowing them is only told the fun they want to know you. So the next time you see an International student introduce yourself to him or her. They appreciate your friendliness more than any other kindness they have found in America. Just ask them what they like best about America and Jacksonville, and they will tell you — "friendliness." 

French Girl Receives AFWC Scholarship

The Alabam Federation of Women's Clubs selected its "Scholarship Girl" for the current year Mile Nicole Noel, student representative from Morocco in the International House Program.

This bright and attractive 19-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andre Noel of Rabat, Morocco, who was found and recommended by the program by Dr. Donald F. Finland, American Public Affairs Officer and Vice Consul, stationed at Rabat, arrived here on Sept. 4.

By reason of her father's position as a diplomat in the service of the Republic of France, Mile Noel has traveled quite extensively in Europe. In addition to her native French, she speaks German and English, and is studying Spanish. After a year here as a member of the International House Program, she expects to attend an interpreter-translator course at a school which is part of the University of Geneva (Switzerland) and is supported by the United Nations.

Steve is the best dentist in Slam. I queried as to who was the best. He mentioned several names, but I was curious about the one he would mention first. He said, "It's all Greek to me.

The Pass Key of Daugette Hall

Daugette Hall is the key to the International House. Unlike that famous "bad penny", borrowed by one, borrowed by all, but never returned by any.

To Steve and all others...

MRS. JOHN F. ROWAN ... "mother" to hundreds of girls

BILLY BARNES... Hostess and Dormiter Director of JSC

International House Releases Intimate Facts About Members

That little bungalow behind the library is buzzing with activity again this year as usual. The big little International House is on its way to another great year.

A wonderful group of Internationals students has come to face our "atonic campus of the South". Five continents are represented, leaving only Australia. You probably have at least one class with one of them "live wire!". If you do, get to know them. Knowing them is only told the fun they want to know you. So the next time you see an International student introduce yourself to him or her. They appreciate your friendliness more than any other kindness they have found in America. Just ask them what they like best about America and Jacksonville, and they will tell you — "friendliness." 

French Girl Receives AFWC Scholarship

The Alabam Federation of Women's Clubs selected its "Scholarship Girl" for the current year Mile Nicole Noel, student representative from Morocco in the International House Program.

This bright and attractive 19-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andre Noel of Rabat, Morocco, who was found and recommended by the program by Dr. Donald F. Finland, American Public Affairs Officer and Vice Consul, stationed at Rabat, arrived here on Sept. 4.

By reason of her father's position as a diplomat in the service of the Republic of France, Mile Noel has traveled quite extensively in Europe. In addition to her native French, she speaks German and English, and is studying Spanish. After a year here as a member of the International House Program, she expects to attend an interpreter-translator course at a school which is part of the University of Geneva (Switzerland) and is supported by the United Nations.

Napoleon, that famous "bad penny", borrowed by one, borrowed by all, but never returned by any.
J'ville CAP Members Receive Training In Air Rescue Work

Ten senior and cadet members of the Jacksonville Squadron of the Civil Air Patrol participated in the Annual Air Search and Rescue Proctor Mission (known as SAR-CAP) held at Gunter Air Force Base in Montgomery, supervised by the 5th Air Rescue Squadron of the U.S. Air Force from nearby AFAB. They were assigned as pilots, observers, communications and engineering assistants, operating with squadron personnel from all over Alabama under the supervision of the Alabama Wing Staff to carry out a practice search mission designed to familiarize all CAP personnel with the standard operating procedure of an actual CAP mission.

30 Planes Fly in Mission

The L-4 Piper Cub trainer used for orientation and flight proficiency by the Jacksonville Squadron was one of the 30 CAP and member-owned planes that participated in the search, along with 10 mobile units and 79 CAP members representing the 13 squadrons of the Alabama Wing.

Flight Officers William E. Bennett, squadron executive officer; E. L. Birdsong, fiscal officer; S. L. Pindot, assistant engineering officer; Kenneth Hicks, assistant adjutant; Eugene Burnham, assistant cadre training officer; Captain Jack M. Williams, cadre training officer; Captain J. W. Hawkins, communications officer, Cadets Lt. Ralph Bates and Sgt. Allen Gladen, accompanied Major Lucille Branscomb, squadron commander, to Gunter AFB to participate in the mission.

Asstil Mission Commander

Major Branscomb served as an assistant to the mission commander Major Dean Upson of the Wing Staff. Flight Officers Bennett and Birdsong were assigned to the operations section, and Pindot to engineering, and the others to the sections representing their official squadron duties; in this manner they received training in the various phases of the mission in preparation for a similar mission to be held during the coming year on a squadron level. The squadron sponsors a class in aviation which meets three times weekly. Thirty students are enrolled in the class, taught by Capt. J. E. Browning, former Air Force pilot of 10 years experience. It also sponsors the Jacksonville Air Scout Explorer Post. CAP officer and pilot Eugene Burnham is the advisor and leader.

Regular weekly meetings of the Jacksonville Squadron are held each Thursday night at 7:30 in Room 105 of Bibb Graves at the college and each Tuesday night at 7:30 in the school at the Anniston High School.

Interested students are invited to attend either meeting at any time.
BUSINESS DEPT.

PICKED BY SMIC FOR PROGRAM

The Jacksonville State Teachers College has chosen the only small college in the South to conduct a program of advertising and merchandising sponsored by the Bluebird Marketing Institute in New York. Jacksonville is also one of only two teacher-training colleges picked for this special training plan.

This program is operated by SMIC through the Department of Business Education for the purpose of training business students in the field of advertising and merchandising, giving them practical experience which will aid them in securing positions after graduation.

The student marketing Institute has selected David Lacey, business administration senior, as student representative in this promotion program, and Miss Lucille Remsburg, as the faculty supervisor.

Junior Class—(Left to right) Shirley Dunn, vice-president; Jane More, SGA representative; Jane Carey, president; Betty Peak, secretary, and Janada Ellis, secretary. Nellie Thomas (not shown) is serving as Junior Class treasurer and the class reporter will be selected later.

Sophomore Class—(Left to right) Ruby Davidson, president; Bill Campbell, SGA representative; Jane Sims, secretary; John Lee, SGA representative; Mary Spraseberry, social chairman; Hollie Carpenter, treasurer; J. E. Roman, reporter; and Ray Pruitt, vice-president.

FRESHMAN CLASS—(Left to right) Joe Mullin, vice-president; Joan Magness, secretary; Lucy Duncan, treasurer; Mable Lark, reporter; Wilson Sherrill, president; Gary Lottrell, social chairman; Freda Carriage and Betty Smith, SGA representatives.

Writer Interviews A Typical College Prof: It's a Crip, Boy

By John McMan

It was warm spring when I visited Dr. Fuller Latte at his perch on the top shelf of the library. He greeted me with a salutary smile.

"Dr.," I said as I scrambled into a squatting position beside him on the top shelf, "with the exam season upon us again there are students flying that you have never had a student who could pass one of your courses! Is that true?"

"No," was the reply, "I have a very fine student at the moment who is doing very well in my class."

"But I thought your classes were always crowded."

"They are," said the professor, "but I try to make my classes as small as possible so that I can give each student the attention they need."

"But isn't it hard to keep up with all the different courses you teach?"

"Not at all," said the professor, "I have a very efficient teaching assistant who helps me with the grading and other duties."

"And how do you manage to keep up with all the new developments in your field?"

"I am always reading the latest journals and attending conferences to keep up with the latest developments," said the professor. "I also have some very good colleagues who help me a great deal."

"And what would you say is the most important quality a student can have?"

"I think the most important quality a student can have is a love of learning," said the professor. "Without that, all the other qualities in the world are meaningless."

"Do you believe in giving grades?"

"Yes," said the professor, "I believe that grades are an important part of the educational process. They help students to see how well they are doing and to work harder to improve their results."

"But don't you think that giving grades is too harsh on some students?"

"I don't think so," said the professor. "I believe that every student should be held to the same standards. If a student is not doing well, they should be given feedback on how to improve their performance."

"And how do you feel about the use of technology in the classroom?"

"I am very interested in the use of technology in the classroom," said the professor. "I believe that technology can be a very powerful tool for learning, but it must be used wisely. The teacher must be in control of the technology, and not the other way around."

"Thank you for your time, Dr. Latte. I really enjoyed our discussion."

"You're welcome," said the professor, "I appreciate you taking the time to talk to me. It was good to have a real conversation for a change."

AQUARIUM SUPPLIES
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FOOD, SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT

Helen's Tropical Aquarium

924 Gilbert Ave.
East Sulli
or see Helen Christopher, Dean's Office

Boost Your School
Performance, Aye. It was easy, he said, dreading the question of truth but also the freedom of choice, he confided.

Dr. Cayley's Books Given To Library

announced that Mrs. Charles E. President Houston Cole has Cayley have the library of the late Dr. Cayley to the library. It will be placed on a memorial shelf in the library. Dr. Cayley was a member of the English faculty. He was stationed in the late summer of 1933 while vacationing in Canada and was ill for several months before his death.
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Off the Record

Ernest Winchester's

Well, we can take a breath of fresh air now, for the Gamecocks have finally wound up their three-game road tour to our neighboring State of Tennessee. And by golly, they did all right too! Chattanooga would have folded up their gear and called it a season. It not been for several bad breaks, Chattanooga probably would have won it all. Although the Gamecocks suffered a somewhat lopsided score (24-0) at the hands of the Moccasins, the conquerors can take very little of the pride in their victory. Our boys played a whale of a game, and had it not been for several bad breaks, Chattanooga probably would have won it all. Things Ahead

Maryville, Carson Newman and Livingston fall without much trouble to the Jax State ball club and that now brings the record prior to homecoming to three wins and only one defeat.

After the Troy game, played on familiar soil, the Jax Staters will again pack their gear and head back to Tennessee. This time, they'll be taking on a powerful and deceptive eleven at Austin Peay. I have an idea they'll find the Austin Peay club a rather hard nut to crack.

They should, and probably will, take 'em in full stride.

... Predictions

I think we've got a wonderful team. I can't help but believe the Gamecocks have the potentialities of high-scoring ball, and tomorrow's game with Troy should prove

Second State Foe In Town For Big Day

The biggest day of the year, football and otherwise, will be tomorrow, as Troy State's Red Wave comes to town to celebrate the annual Homecoming on the "Soil City Campus of the South".

Troy will represent the second state foe in two weeks for the rampant Gamecocks, who rolled over Livingston last week. Jax fans are looking for a lot more excitement this time in the renewal of one of the strongest rivalries in the state conference for smaller colleges.

Tomorrow's battle will be something of a return of courtesies for the two state foes. Last year the Gamecocks helped Troy celebrate its Homecoming Day, and took a 13-7 beating for the effort. Jax boosters are hoping to see the Jaxes return the favor.

One Common Foe

The Red Wave and the Gamecocks have met only one common foe this year—Livingston. Troy dumped the Moccasins team, 27-6, and the Jaxans turned the trick by last week's one-sided 46-0 victory over Livingston in a jampacked stadium.

For Big Day

The Red Wave is a football team that cannot be overlooked. In three games this year, the Wave has scored 177 points and given up only 7. The Gamecocks have met only one common foe, Livingston, on the gridiron.

Foe In Town

The Jaxmen are looking for a victory over the Moccasins to take a breath of fresh air now, for the Jaxed Tigers now face the Governors-plus our own Jaxmen. They should, and probably will, take 'em in full stride.

Progressive Intramural Action Adding To Local Campus Spirit

The intramural sports, aided by the College Bowl, are expected to reawaken a cli- nical interest in extra-curricular, wholesome and sportsmanship.

The intramural Association has also been announced by the Intramural Association. Now, however, under lights in the College Bowl to prove it could be done.

The 40, and Jaxmen after took several the series ball

LOOK OUT, RED WAVE,—This quartet of Gamecock backs moves with perfection behind a big line that paves the way for Jacksonville's strongest offense in years. From left to right are Freddie Casey, the pride of home-town Jacksonville, at halfback; Gene Hanson, accurate-throwing and good-running signal-caller from Wedowee; Big Billy Hicks, a Hueytown product and already tagged as one of the best fullbacks in Jax football history; and Al Woodham, the boy from Albany, Ga., who has exhibited the same ability that made the Gamecocks in the days of "Blackie" Heath and Terry Hodges.

Other honors, such as playing under lights in the College Bowl for the championship, and names placed on a plaque in the gymnasium have also been announced by the Intramural Association. Also, plans for the selection of an All-Star team are now in the making, as announced by Charlie Wilson, chairman of the Intramural Association.

A "Most Valuable Player" award will be presented to the best athlete at the end of each season. It has also been announced that there is to be a presentation of a trophy to the champion team at the end of the year. Names of the players on the team will be engraved on the trophy and will remain in possession of that team until the following year.

Match Enthusiasm

All dormitories have shown great enthusiasm in the program. Jaxmen, like other college boys, are always ready to carry down to the four. Holder, on a power off tackle, went through for Jax's after the Jaxman had fumbled on their first play from scrimmage.

Another game the Jaxed Tigers failed to fumble on their first play from scrimmage. Bob Coley, first-string Jax end, came up with the ball on his 24 after the Tiger botched, and on the second play William Hicks hit right tackle, ran completely over a halfback and the safety man, and screamed 31 yards for the first tally. Bentley then passed to McCrory for a kick formation for the extra point and with only a few seconds of the first period gone, the Gamecocks led, 7-0.

Jax Shows Top Offense In 46.0 Rout Of Tigers

A capacity crowd was on hand at the College Bowl to witness one of the most amazing scoring exhibitions seen at home for quite a while. The Gamecocks were up 24-0 by the opening kickoff, it was apparent that the Gamecocks were out for revenge. The Gamecocks prior to Saturday's contest, had failed to defeat the Livingston State Tigers since 1949, but it took last Saturday night to prove it could be done.

The Livingston State Tigers received the opening kick-off, but fumbled on their first play from the line of scrimmage. Bob Coley, first-string Jax end, came up with the ball on his 24 after the Tiger bobbled, and on the second play William Hicks hit right tackle, ran completely over a halfback and the safety man, and screamed 31 yards for the first tally. Bentley then passed to McCrory for a kick formation for the extra point and with only a few seconds of the first period gone, the Gamecocks led, 7-0.

Fonda To Kick

The Livingston Tigers failed to make the necessary yardage in their series of downs after the touchdown kick-off and were forced to kick off from their own 30. The Jaxed Tigers took the ball on their 49, and after several series of first downs found themselves on the Tiger's one-yard line. Hicks crashed over the middle for his second tally of the night to prove it could be done.

Later in the first period Coley set up another Jax score when he managed to cover a loose ball on the 32 of the 22. From here Lyle Darnell, Gene Hanson, Bill Clark, and Virgil Holder teamed up with Jaxmen on the five to carry down to the four. Holder, on a power off tackle, went through for Jax's after the Jaxman had fumbled on their first play from scrimmage.

The intramural sports, aided by the College Bowl, are expected to reawaken interest in extra-curricular activities on the campus. Under the old system an individual could receive only one honor for his participation in the intramural program. Now, however, under the new program set up by the Intramural Association, an individual can receive a medal, plus an individual love cup, if he is selected as the best competitor for the year.

The Red Wave And The Gamecocks have met only one common foe for this year—Livingston. Troy dumpy the Moccasins team, 27-6, and the Jaxans turned the trick by last week's one-sided 46-0 victory over Livingston in a jampacked stadium.

The intramural Association has also been announced by the Intramural Association. Now, however, under lights in the College Bowl to prove it could be done.

The 40, and Jaxmen after took several the series ball

LOOK OUT, RED WAVE,—This quartet of Gamecock backs moves with perfection behind a big line that paves the way for Jacksonville's strongest offense in years. From left to right are Freddie Casey, the pride of home-town Jacksonville, at halfback; Gene Hanson, accurate-throwing and good-running signal-caller from Wedowee; Big Billy Hicks, a Hueytown product and already tagged as one of the best fullbacks in Jax football history; and Al Woodham, the boy from Albany, Ga., who has exhibited the same ability that made the Gamecocks in the days of "Blackie" Heath and Terry Hodges.

Other honors, such as playing under lights in the College Bowl for the championship, and names placed on a plaque in the gymnasium have also been announced by the Intramural Association. Also, plans for the selection of an All-Star team are now in the making, as announced by Charlie Wilson, chairman of the Intramural Association.

A "Most Valuable Player" award will be presented to the best athlete at the end of each season. It has also been announced that there is to be a presentation of a trophy to the champion team at the end of the year. Names of the players on the team will be engraved on the trophy and will remain in possession of that team until the following year.

Match Enthusiasm

All dormitories have shown great enthusiasm in the program. Jaxmen, like other college boys, are always ready to carry down to the four. Holder, on a power off tackle, went through for Jax's after the Jaxman had fumbled on their first play from scrimmage.

Another game the Jaxed Tigers failed to fumble on their first play from scrimmage. Bob Coley, first-string Jax end, came up with the ball on his 24 after the Tiger bobbled, and on the second play William Hicks hit right tackle, ran completely over a halfback and the safety man, and screamed 31 yards for the first tally. Bentley then passed to McCrory for a kick formation for the extra point and with only a few seconds of the first period gone, the Gamecocks led, 7-0.

Fonda To Kick

The Livingston Tigers failed to make the necessary yardage in their series of downs after the touchdown kick-off and were forced to kick off from their own 30. The Jaxed Tigers took the ball on their 49, and after several series of first downs found themselves on the Tiger's one-yard line. Hicks crashed over the middle for his second tally of the night to prove it could be done.

Later in the first period Coley set up another Jax score when he managed to cover a loose ball on the 32 of the 22. From here Lyle Darnell, Gene Hanson, Bill Clark, and Virgil Holder teamed up with Jaxmen on the five to carry down to the four. Holder, on a power off tackle, went through for Jax's after the Jaxman had fumbled on their first play from scrimmage.
Nothing's Wrong With The Offense

Now that you've seen our team in action, it should have settled some doubts as to the weak offense prior to the Livingston encounter. A lot of students have been howling "What's wrong with the offense?" Well, now you know—nothing! Exactly what happened in Tennessee at the Maryville and Carson Newman games—I really don't know. But this I do know, Jacksonville has a "power-house" and 46 points scored against Livingston State is proof enough to me that the Jax ball club has something on the ball. All the folks who saw the game with Livingston State last week witnessed some ball playing very similar to that of the great Paper Bowl days.

I wonder if you realize that the Gamecocks have not been scored on so far this season, with the exception of Chattauqua! I'm hoping that Saturday's game with Troy will end much the same way as did the Livingston game, so that when the Gamecocks meet the Governors of Austin Peay, they'll be able to rock the whole State of Tennessee.

Hints From The Hardwood

Maybe it's too early to be talking about the impending basketball season, but I took a look into the gymnasium and saw a few of the "old-timers"—plus a few new-comers—and I liked what I saw. It's rumored around that several good prospects have been added to the Jax roster. One good look at the basketball schedule and you'll be convinced that we'll need them.

These new-comers should make the old regulars hustle. It's much to early to make predictions, but we want the "hard-wood" boys to know that we're behind ten.

Ladies And Children's Ready-To-Wear Quality Shop
Mrs. Rupert Wexler
Northwest Side Public Square
Jacksonville, Alabama

Ice Cream Groceries Meats
The Creamery
Mr. and Mrs. John Hinton
Southwest Side Public Square
Jacksonville, Alabama

SUCCESS STORY...

Camels — America's most popular cigarette...by far!

N. R. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Start smoking Camels yourself. Make the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test. Smoke only Camels for 30 days—see for yourself why Camel's cool mildness and rich flavor agree with more people than any other cigarette!
Presbyterian College Group Begins Year

With a host of new ideas and a brand new slate of officers, the Westminster Fellowship of the First Presbyterian Church began its new year of activities Wednesday, September 29, 1954. Louise Stanton heads the organization as president, while Yolanda Taylor and Bob Lealand serve as co-vice-presidents. Jane Basemore is the devotional chairman and Jack McClendon is the treasurer. Mrs. Alfred Rodnick and Mrs. Corrine Wright are adult advisors.

This enthusiastic group prepares under the able supervision of the local Presbyterian minister, the Rev. Mr. Wilson.

The Westminster Fellowship meets each Thursday evening at 6:30 PM—the meeting usually consumes only an hour or hour and a half of the evening. The programs are designed for college-age youth adults and the organization devotes all of its time and support to bringing the knowledge of college students concerning God and their church.

In addition to the regular weekly meeting, the group gathers each Sunday evening in the fellowship home of the local Presbyterian minister. We will appreciate the church for a fellowship coffee hour. This activity includes discussions of concern to all that is required of your presence. Special programs, guest speakers, and numerous other activities await all who are interested. There are events going on together with young adults of your own age.

Civilian Soldiers 130th Medical Co.

Heflin

The main purpose of the 130th Medical Company (Heflin) is safety. In combat, it will be to hold casualties until evacuation by train. All of this cannot be obtained. The Medical Corps has a background of pride and tradition, and the medical only狭窄 is the satisfaction of seeing that patients are covered because of timely treatment administered.

The 130th Medical Company (Heflin), located at Heflin, will now have a new armory completed in six months, with modern construction and facilities. Due to the fact that it is now under strength, the Heflin National Guard Company is now in the middle of a recruiting campaign. Anyone interested in joining the unit should contact: N. Day, Jr., or Lt. Roland M. McAlister. The game's most outstanding player, Malcolm Meyers, manager of Darnell's, has outlined projects that require financial responsibility.
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Cheer for Gameday—Thirty eight students will lead the Gamecock cheers at the big pep rally tonight and again at the homecoming game tomorrow night. They are (front row) Madee Page, Frances Hanson, Weezy Woode, (back row) Billy Panell, Gia Stephens, Gerald Johnson, Bob and Jim Day.

Science Club Elects New Slate Of Officers, Plans Activities

Phil Mu Chi Beta, Jacksonville's science club, has elected its new officers for the 1954-55 school year. The new slate of officers will be announced later. Also, the program committee plans to have a party of some type during the third week of each month, the exact date to be announced later. The program will be on the theme of "Scientific Factories," with Dr. Montgomery as coordinator of the overall program. The S.G.A. will sponsor a float contest, awarding $25.00 for the best float, and $10.00 for the second best. Also, a $3.00 prize has been awarded to the person who submitted the best sketch for a float. Perhaps you have wondered where the S.G.A. gets its money to carry out its work. In the past, the president of S.G.A. was required to ask for a requisition of a certain sum from Dr. Cole and Mr. Glover. This year with Dr. Cole's permission, Jimmy Reaves has discharged the money and plans to extend to each student a cordial invitation to join the S.G.A. and contribute toward broadening the possibilities of campus activities each month. If you have any suggestions for improving our college, just let us know.
Drinking Coca-Cola

When you pause, make it count... have a Coke

Wad Flower Festival which the Ashlandsville Biology department will sponsor at DeSoto State Park next spring. The local science club hopes to become part of the project and will be used to help with restoration and other organizational work. The science club also will enter a float in tomorrow's Homecoming parade. The work on the float has been directed by Cook, who will never be forgotten and three is much to be obtained—all we need is your presence! The Washington Fellowship encourages your attendance, welcomes your company and can barely await the donation of your presence to its growing organization. Come—join us!

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE

(Continued from page 7)

It's the FILTER that Counts and L&M has the Best!

L&M is sweeping the country—a smash success, overnight! No cigarette ever went so far so fast, because no filter compares with L&M's exclusive miracle tip for quality or effectiveness.

From L&M you get much more flavor, much less nicotine—far better smoke. And you enjoy all this in king size or regular, both at the same low price.

Our statement of quality goes unchallenged. L&M is America's highest quality and best filter tip cigarette.

Buy L&M—King size or regular—they're just what the doctor ordered.